CAREERS IN CLINICAL RESEARCH: GETTING STARTED

TUESDAY, MAY 22, 2018 • 5:30–7:30PM • $25

(FREE for all students including UNCW, CFCC, BCCC, area high schools, etc.)

Learn how prescription drugs get to market in a safe and ethical way. This course provides an introduction to the fundamentals of clinical trials. It will also explore potential career options in the field of clinical research. Refreshments provided.

Pre-registration is encouraged: uncw.edu/chhs/community/fusecr/events.html

FuseCR
University of North Carolina Wilmington
803-B S. College Rd, Wilmington NC • fusecr@uncw.edu

FuseCR is a collaborative designed to ignite a new synergy between UNCW and the field of clinical research. By fusing resources and knowledge from academia and industry, FuseCR is energizing local clinical research talent with powerful career and industry enhancing services.